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THE MONTHS AHEAD

Prices and interest rates going up... crackdown on unasked-ior credit cards
... a prepay pian for legal services ...carry a telephone in an attach^ case.

On page 4 advice on pulling a trailer. On page 6 a previewof TV this fall.

3

HOW WOULD YOU PAY A «15,000 HOSPITAL BILL?

A basic hospitalization pian covers only ordinary costs, not the whopping bills
of a long or serious iiiness. That's why major medical insurance is so vital.
Here's what it covers, how it works, what it costs, how to find the right policy.
BE YOUR OWN WEATHERMAN

Youcan learn to make forecasts yourself... and do It pretty accurately, at that.

11

COPING WITH THE MORTGAGE SQUEEZE

Advicefor buyers and sellers, plus a table showing rates &terms In 18 cities.

13

WHAT HOME ECONOMISTS SAY ABOUT APPLIANCIB

Changing Times questioned them about good &bad features, Instructions, service.

IB

SKIP O'ER THE WAVES ON A SCOOTER

Haveyouseen these zippylittle watercraftthat are speedy and agile and fun?

SO

THE REMARKABLE SCIENCE OP SILENT SOUND

It can removecataracts, clean yoursilverand perform a longlist of other tasks.

21

CONSERVATIONISTS: WHO CONSERVES WHAT

Concerned about conservation but confusedabout the manygroups in the field?
This guidesorts outthegoalsand achievements ofthenational organizations.

24

LET YOUR BROKER HOLD YOUR STOCKS?

There are advantagesto having a "street name" account. Here'showit works.

28

WHAT'S GOING ON IN SCHOOLS & COLLEGES

Tips for freshmen... teaching sex... parochial school crisis... learning laws.

29

THOSE DEADLY ONE-CAR CRASHES

Often thecauseisa mystery. Now researchers are zeroing inonwhat happens,

and they've come up with surprising findings. Knowing them could save your fife.
SPENDING CASH CAN BE A WAY TO SAVE
How andwhere you shop makes a difference, andso does how you payyour biffs.

31
35

THINGS TO WRITE FOR

Useful reports, pamphlets and booklets... someare free...all are useful.

36

GOOD NEWS; A SHOT FOR GERMAN MEASLES

One more dangerous disease can becontrolled, and the search goes on for ways
to conquer others. See the table for facts about the vaccines now available.

37

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Replies toqueries from readers... things you too may have wondered about.

40

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS? WHAT'S THAT?

This widely used technique for solving problems Isnot too widely understood.

Yet the theories behind It can be explained In terms of ordinary family problems.

41

QUIT MURDERING THAT HAMBURGER!

Ina nation thateats hamburgers bythe ziliion it's hard to find a goodone.

46

DID YOU CATCH THESE POINTERS?

Test yourself with some questions basedonrecent articles In this magazine.
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